To Remove build-up of soil, black heel
marks, or damaged floor finish from the
surface of the floor.

CLEANING FLOORS

Supplies and Equipment
EQUIPMENT
-

CHEMICALS

“ Floor Hazard” Signs
- Straight-Up
Low Spd Floor Machine or Auto Scrubber - Fresh Water
Standard Mopping Equipment
Dust Mopping Tools
Floor Machine or Scrubber

FLOOR PADS
- Blue Cleaner Pad
- Red Spray Buff Pad
- Flamingo Auto Scrub Pad

Procedure
1. Prepare the area.
a) Place “Wet Floor Hazard” signs at entrance to area if they are not already
there.
b) Move furniture. Work around heavy
furniture or equipment that cannot be
moved.
c) Dust mop or vacuum floor.
d) Set equipment in area where work will
begin. In a room start in the farthest
corner from entrance.
2. Follow instructions for Straight Up based on
the type of cleaning you plan to do and pour
into auto scrubber or standard mopping equipment. Use cool tap water.
3. Apply solution to the floor.
3. Machine scrub the floor using the selected pad
on the Floor Machine or Autoscrubber, The
auto scrubber will squeegee and vacuum the
dirty solution. Otherwise it will need to be
mopped up and removed manually.

5. If needed, apply a coat of finish. Finish will
need to be applied only when worn down in
heavy traffic areas. Caution: Too much finish on floor will require stripping.
6. After floor dries replace the furniture.
7. Clean and dry equipment. Store equipment
and supplies.
8. Hose or flush the scrub pad with hot running
water. Hang scrub pad on a wall in storage
area to dry

Accomplishment
After following this procedure the floor will be clean and
free of soil and heavy dirt deposits and have a bright,
clean appearance.
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